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to mean MAN. While this translation was.being accepted by antiquity
scholars, it was suddenly discovered that the Seneca Indians of today
had two divisions to the second creation. ON'GEE and HOH'JI.. The light
or enlighten and follower.
Today these words describe the differences between the white and black
man of the second creation.
The GAU and its use as an Ancient Mathematical Machine still remains
a mystery today but it was used on PRAYER WHEELS, SEASON RITUALS, and.
Clocks such as the AZTEC STONE and others. The Indians of Atlantis used the word dAU'HI to describe this Ancient Machine.
The Seneca Indians
of today used the word GAU'HI when they describe a ghost. But there is
no word for ghost in any Indian language, so what had the meaning of
the word been changed too? After some research and meeting a äìernan
descendant_ Eńgineer and Scientist, he told me what it means. GHOST is
a German word meaning SPIRIT.
The Ancient Languages of KII, pronounce and write words pretty close
to the way many of the tribes in the Iroquois Confederacy today.
The concept of GHOST new used by Indian tribes is recent. It is used
to stear the Indian away from old ancient ways, under the emblem that
these ways have failed. It isthe first step going np to becoming the cao menor? oi nmunnnwmL zum sr wom» and carries msu
of une rituals
found in the ancient religion of ISIS.
Show me a of Indians that use slang words for the concept of a
GHOST and show you a tribe that no longer knows their Clan and no
longer recoginzes the Woman of the Clan who is the true Territorial
Landlord according to Treaties and International Law.
The STONE INDIAN has now become a WOODEN INDIAN, who was çraved from
a matter foreign to its existence. It least while it was stoneffossilì, it was matter that had been changed because _of a
greatmigratìon.

